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Eugene Davidovits, born in Satu Mare (Satmar) Romania, discusses being raised in an Orthodox 
family consisting of his parents, five brothers and one sister; working at forced labor two days a 
week after the Hungarians occupied the county, being beaten by a teacher and others as anti-
Semitism rose; Rabbi Teitlebaum influencing Jews against going to Israel; living in the closed 
ghetto for before being taken by cattle car to Auschwitz; going through selection; being 
separated from his father and his two older brothers; being taken to Krakow-Plaszow where he 
worked for four months; the Germans killing the leaders of a resistance attempt;  being 
transferred to Gross-Rosen death camp where he witnessed a rabbi beaten to death; being 
taken to a subcamp in Gorlitz where he did chores for the doctor who treated him decently, 
gave him food, and later arranged for him to work in the kitchen; getting caught giving food to 
other prisoner; being sent to work in the tank factory that was run by German civilians; being 
treated relatively well by civilians within the factory until a Gross-Rosen inspector enforced 
limitations on food; being sent to make bunkers for German soldiers in March 1945 as the 
Russians approached; witnessing weaker workers being shot and sometimes buried while still 
alive; returning to Gorlitz in May 1945; leaving camp with a friend when the guards were away; 
being given food and civilian clothes by a policeman; staying in a well-supplied former Gestapo 
building; returning to Satmar in hopes of finding his family; realizing that he was the only 
member of his family to survive; living in a Jewish hospital for one month; living with the son of 
the Cantor until he was placed in a Joint supported orphanage where he stayed from 1945-
1947; getting married; moving to Cleveland at age 36.  
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